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ABSTRACT 
Reading instruction for ESL students depends upon 
materials of modified vocabulary and syntax. The rationale 
is that students progress through stages of increasing com- 
plexity to the native speaker comprehension level. Research 
indicates the information level within text is more relevant 
to comprehension than structure. This study compares the 
readinq comprehension of ESL students on separate versions 
o f a  text that had been modified at the input and inter- 
actional levels. Results indicated that modified versions of 
the text were of greater comprehensibility than the native 
speaker version. The modified texts were of almost equal 
comprehensibility despite levels of readability. 
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CHbPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
wfi QL ~=~~~ 
Although limited research investigating the process 
of readinq comprehension of ESL students at the secundary 
level is available, reading instruction is often centered 
on the use of a variety of materials in which the syntax, 
vocabulary, and, not infrequently, content has been modi- 
fied to facilitate readability. These readers, Commonly 
based on classical literature, are structured at levels of 
difficulty based on the control of vocabulary and syntax. 
The assumption underlying these readers has been that by 
carefully controllin9 the level of vocabulary and the cum- 
plexity of the sentence structure, the ESL student t u i l l  
develop adequate reading skills and comprehension by pro- 
gressing through stages of difficulty from a basic to the 
advanced level of reading. 
This system of text modification, c o m m o n l ~  referred 
to as msimplificationm, usually involves not only the ling- 
uistic aspects of the material, but frequently the content 
(Hongyfield, 1977>,  An extensive mod2ficatiOn of the voc- 
abulary and structure of a text can so sffect the content 
that, rather than presenting a simpler version of the text, 
the result becomes a retellin9 o+ the material, The greater 
the de9ree of text modificstion, the more affected is the 
content. 
Text modification is supposed to facilitate a stu- 
dent's acquisltion of reading skills that eventually trans- 
fer to the task of comprehendin9 material .in the original 
form of the langua9e. However, the process can produce 
material that 3reat:y differs from the original in areas of 
information, syntax, and structure. 
For example, Pearl Buck's novel, GQQS! E s d ,  
opens with these para9raphs: 
It was Wang Lung's marriage day. At first, open- 
ing his eyes in the blackness of the c~trtains about 
his bed, he could not th:nk why the dawn seemed diff- 
erent from any other. The house was still except for 
the faint, gasping cough of his old father, whose 
room was opposite to his own across the middle room. 
Every morning the old man's cough was the first sound 
to be heard. Wan9 Lung usually lay listening to it 
and moved only when he heard it approach nearer and 
when he heard the door of his father's room squeak 
#upon its nooden hinges. 
But this mornin9 he did not wait. He sprang up 
and pushed aside the curtains of his bed. It was a 
dark, ruddy dawn, and through a small square hole of 
a window, where the tattered paper fluttered, a glimpse 
of bronze sky gleamed. He went to the hole and tore 
the paper away. 
The modified version of this novel published by the 
Oxford University Press restricts the vocabulary to 3500 
head words. Other vocabulary items are starred and defined 
at the bottom of the pa9e on which they occur. In the Ox-  
ford version, the two origxna: openin9 paragraphs of 
&M are reduced tc four sentences: 
It was Wanq Lunq's weddinq day. At first, when he 
woke up, he could not think why it was different from 
any other day. Then he remember*d and jumped quickly 
out of bed. He looked out of a small hole in the wall 
of the hguse and heard the soft w ~ n d .  
In addition to reducing the vocabular~ and sentence 
Complexity of the original, the Oxford version excludes in- 
formation concerninq Wang Lunq's father, the POSitiOn of 
rooms, the bedding, the time of day, the paper in the win- 
dOW, and Wanq Lung's actions. Furthermore, the Oxford ver- 
sion cbanges the representation of the dawn sky to a men- 
tion a+ a so+t wind. 
The same process of modification is present in the 
Lonqman Group's version of Robert L O U ~ S  Stevenson's -2 
u 2-4. Stevenson begins the story with an introduc- 
tion of an old sailor who has arrived at an inn: 
I remember him as if it were yesterday, as he 
came plodding to the inn door, his sea-chest follow- 
ing behind him in a handbarrow; a tall, 5trOn9, 
heavy, nut-brown man; his tarry piqtail falling aver 
the shoulders of his soiled blue coat; his hands 
ragged and scarred, with black, broken nails; and the 
sabre-cut across one cheek, a dirty, livid white. I 
remember him looking around the cove and whisperinq 
to himself as he did so, and then breaking out in 
that old sea-son? that he sanq so often afterwards:-- 
'Fifteen men on the dead man's chest-- 
Yo-ho-ha, and a bottle of rum!. 
in the high, old tottering voice that seemed to have 
been tuned and broken at the capstan-bars. Then he 
rapped on the door with a bit of a stick like a hand- 
spike that he carried, and when my father appeared 
called rouqnly for a qlass of rum. This, when it was 
brought to him, he drank slowly, like a connoisseur, 
linqerinq on the taste, and still lookinq about him 
at the cliffs and up at our signboard. 
"This is a handy cove," says he, at lenqth; "and 
a pleasant sittyated qrog-shop. Much company, mate?" 
My +ather told h i m  no, very little company, the 
more the j~ity. 
This lengthy description is represented in the Long- 
1 man Structural Reader, Staqe s version as: 
It was September, 17--. One day an old seaman 
came to the inn. He was tall and strong and he had a 
big, bronn face. There were cuts and marks on his 
face. A servant was pushing a little cart behind the 
seaman. There was a heavy chest on the cart. 
The seaman looked at the sea and at the inn. 
"This is a nice place," he said. .I like the 
sea. Do a lot of people come here?. 
W j  father replied, ,'No. It's sad, but true. 
Only a few people come here: 
The Longman adaptation introduces a date that does 
not occur in the oriqinal, reduces the description and 
actions of the sailor to generalities, changes the dia- 
I logue between the sailor and the father, and excludes the I sailor's song. I The higher levels of these series are supposed to I 
approach the linquistic complexities of the oriqinal texts, 
and thereby act as a transition from modified to unmodified 1 
materials. However, even with these levels, the modifica- 
tion may reduce the amount of information available to the 
reader. In the original translated edition of Thor Heyer- 
dahl's Kon-Tiki, an elderly Polynesian chief is described 
in some dstail: 
He poked the coals with a stick to keep them from 
90ing out. The old man sat thinkinq. He lived for 
ancient times and was firmly fettered to them. He 
worshipped his forefathers and their deeds in an 
unbroken line to the time of the gods. And he looked 
farward to being united with them. Old Tei Tetua was 
the sale survivor of all the extinct tribes on the 
east coast of Fatu Hiva. How old he was he did not 
know, but his wrinkled, dark-brown leathery skin 
looked as if it had been dried in sun and winds for a 
hundred years. He was one of the few on these islands 
that still rememberea and believed in his father's 
and his grandfather's le9endary stories of the great 
Polynesian chief-god Tiki, son of the sun. 
- 
This paragrsph is modified in the Longman Stage 6 
version of the book, renamed a Kon-Tiki Expedition, to 
read like this: 
The old man sat and thought. He liked to think 
about ancient times. He worshipped his early an- 
cestors and was proud of their deeds. Old Tei Tetua 
came from the early races; he was the only One on 
the east coast of Fatuhiva. He did not know his age, 
but his skin looked a hundred years old. He Still 
believed his father's and his grandfather's S t 0 ~ i e S  
about the great Polynesian chief and god, Tiki. Few 
men on these islands now believed these stories. 
But Tei Tetua believed that Tiki was the son Of the 
sun. 
Again changes in content can be observed. The item 
from the oFigina1 paragraph referring to Tei Tetua bein9 
the last survivor of the extinct tribes is modified to his 
being the only one on the east coast of the island, and the 
reference to his being *reunitedm with his ancestors is 
deleted. 
Extreme examples of this type a+ modification are to 
be observed :n the lower stages of these series wherein 
little attempt is made to keep to the original text. The 
Oxford LIniver5it.y Press version of Charles Dickens' & G L e  
oi &Q G U S  presents a 112 page retelling of the primary -
eiernents of the no,del's plot, and the Longman Group's 
edition of . C L Q U ~  g l  m ~ e  Cristo includes only the 
first section of the novel. 
Honeyfield (1977) has observed that such modifica- 
tion of material results in students developing reading 
strategies that are lnapprcpriate for English. The modifi- 
cation of vocabuiary, sentence complexity, and content 
leads not cnly to a reduction of the level of information, 
b ~ t  also disrupts the ways in which information is orqan- 
ized by the reader. 
Assuming that second language learners have not de- 
veloped the necessary skills and background for comprehen- 
sion oi unmodified materials, is there an alternative to 
modification other than through reduction of vocabulary, 
sentence complexity, and content? 
Recent research indicates that reading comprehension 
is less dependent on linquistlc analysis than an informa- 
tion processing <Carroll, 1970; Goodman, 1970, 1973; War- 
dhauqh, 1971; Adams and Collins, 1975; Chang, 1983; Free- 
body and Anderson, 198s; Arrnbruster, 1984; Beck, McKeawn, 
Omanson, and POple, 1984; McConkie, 1984; Mason, 1984; 
Roehler and Duffy, l W 4 1 .  
This research refutes the notion that readin9 is a 
precise process which is centered srimarily on exact and 
sequential perception of words, s p e l l ~ n g  patterns, or lar- 
9er linguistic units. Insteae, as information is processed, 
decisions about meaning are made, confirmed, rejected, or 
revised by the reader. Carrel1 (19811 has observed that 
reading comprehension is essentially an interactive process 
between the reader and text wherein the reader attempts to 
correlate ths inpxt with existing or available information. 
Comprehension involves organizin9 text data in terms of the 
information that is known or available to the reader. A 
higher deqree of information that is available to the 
reader results in a hiqher level of comprehension. Thus, 
readin9 comprehen3ion depends not merely on ~OmpOnents of 
vocabulary and syntax, but upon the information that is 
made accessible to the reader. 
fllthough a knowledTe of vocabulary and lin9uistic 
structure is necessary, the crucial factor for comprehen- 
sion is the level of comprehensible information that is 
available and can be processed by the reader (Adams and 
Collins, 19791. Furthermore, Adams (19821 has indicated 
that background information is particularly important for 
comprehension of texts that contain a high level of unfami- 
liar vocabulary. 
Research on the reading behaviors of second language 
learners indicates that information processing is relevant 
ta ESL students attempting to read in En9lish (Gatbonton 
and Tucker, 1971; Tucker, Hamayan, and Genesee, 1976; 
Clarke and Silberstein, 1978; Clarke, 1980; Carrell, 1981, 
1984; Adams, 1982; Hudson, 1982; Johnson, 1982; Man9ubhai 
and Kelly, l!K+2; Krashen and Terrell, 1983; Obah, 1983).  
Clarke (1980) constructed two studies, one on the 
reading performance in Enylish by proficient Spanish speak- 
ers, a d  the seccnd on the transfer of reading skills from 
one lan~uaqe to another. The results of the first study 
indicated that Proficient readers use the same behaviors in 
reading materials from both their first and second lan9- 
ua9e. The second study showed some transfer of skills 
between langua9es, but Clarke noted that limited control of 
lan9uage does seem to inhibit readin9 comprehension. Clarke 
recommended development of materials that include semantic 
clues, advanced organizers, and a degree of redundancy to 
facilitate comprehension. 
The nature of linguistic input and interaction in 
second language learning and with ESL reading has been dis- 
cussed in several recent studies (Cziko, 1977; Gaies, 1977; 
Honeyfield, 1977; Johnson, 1901; Long, 1981, 1983; Blau, 
1982: Chaudron, 19831. These research findinys indicate 
that the level of comprehensible information is important 
in developing comprehension. Yet, the objective of modified 
reading materials has been to reduce complexity through 
input modification by use controlled vocabulary, Syntax, 
arid sentence length with no regard to interactional struc- 
ture. 
However, Lon3 (1981, 1983) challenges the assumption 
that modified input is effective in facilitating second 
language acquisition (SLAI. Although his research has been 
concerned with SLA in general, and not directly with read- 
ing, Long's observations can be applied to the area of 
ESL reading comprehension. Lon9 has suggested that if 
lin9uistic adjustments promote comprehension, and if 
comprehension promotes language acquisition, then one may 
conclude that, at-least indirectly, linguistic adjustments 
promote language acquisition. Furthermore, Long contends 
that research shows that modification of input, defined as 
the linguistic forms 3uch as vocabulary or sentence length, 
is less important for non-native speakers' (NNS) comprehen- 
sion than modification of the interactional structure of 
discourse, de+ined as the functions served by those forms 
Ifor example, repetition, expansion, or clarification). He 
concludes that SLA is possible and can be facilitated with 
unmodified input and modified interaction, but is not 
possible without modified interaction regardless of the 
nature of the available in.put. 
Chaudron (1933) has reported findings in listeninq 
comprehension that may also be relevant to reading. He 
discovered that scores in both recognition and recall of 
materials were si9nificantly higher with the use of redun- 
dancy la type of modified "interaction"). Chaudron investi- 
qated the effects of different tyoes of topic reinstate- 
ments on NNS recoqnition and recall of sentence topics in 
lectures. He su9gests that redundancy was the most impor- 
tant successful characteristic of reinstatement devices 
overall. 
Dealing directly with the reading comprehension o+ 
ESL student=, Blau (19821 challenqes the assumption that 
short sentence length (modified input), yields better read- 
in9 comprehension, and has concluded that materials with 
shorter sentence lenqth possibly impede comprehension. 
Blau developed a series of ei?hteen passages in three ver- 
sions in Which the vocabulary and content were held con- 
stant, but the sentence structure varied. Version 1 used 
short simple sentences, version 2 complex sentences with 
information clues left intact, and version 3 used complex 
sentences with information clues deleted. The instrument 
was first administered to ESL students at the university 
level. The hiqhest comprehension scores were with version 
2. To determine it the readability formulae used to set 
levels were more accurate for younqer students, the instru- 
ment was administered to a group of eighth grade students. 
Although the di-fference among the means of the three ver- 
sions was not statistically significant, Blau notes that 
version 2 again yielded the highest comprehension scores, 
while version 1 yielded the lowest scores. 
In summary, the evidence supports the view that 
modified input which reduces linguistic complexity, and 
often the level of content, does not necessarily facilitate 
development of the second language learners' readin9 com- 
prehension. In addition, the evidence also supports the 
notion that modified interaction, which builds information 
into a text through extensive use of redundancy, clarifica- 
tion, and definition aids the second language learner's 
comprehension of the material. If it can be demonstrated 
that Long's claim (that modified interaction is more 
effective than modified input in facilitating comprehen- 
sion) is relevant to second language reading, then alterna- 
tive approaches to curriculum design and materials develop- 
ment would be indicated. In short, the dependence on 
materials utilizing modified input to the exclusion of 
modified interaction would not appropriately constitute the 
sum Of reading materials in a secondary ESL program. 
U c  at AJie Stuflx 
Research has thus far investigated primarily the 
nature of reading comprehension, but has not focused on 
direct observation of ESL students' performance with modi- 
fied input as compared with performance with modified 
interaction. Blau (1982) has shown that modified input 
itself does not facilitate reading comprehension, and Long 
(1981) has demonstrated that mndified interaction is essen- 
tial for language acquisition. 
- Interest in this issue is -further increased through 
the direct experience of secondary schools that depend pri- 
marily on modified input materials, such as those published 
by the Longman Group and Oxford University Press, for ESL 
reading programs. Students who have moved into reaular aca- 
demic programs frequently need additional support instruc- 
tion in reading skills because of a continued inability to 
comprehend the materials in the classroom. Recognizing that 
an ESL program must utilize materials that are modified to 
compensate for student weaknesses, the attention should 
focus on ways of accelerating the input, yet maintaining 
the comprehensibility. 
The purpose of this study is to compare the perform- 
ance of NNS secondary students on comprehension tests Of 
material that has been written in three forms: native 
speaking 10th grade, modified input, and modified interact- 
ional structure. The results of these comparisons should 
indicate i f  Long's findings (that modified interaction is 
more important -to,-SLA than modif-Aed input 1 can be applied 
to the area of second languaqe reading. 
Hyootheses 
- 
It is hypothesized that: 
( 1 )  the subjects will perform better with the modified 
input text and the modified interactional structure 
text than with the native speaker text. 
This hypothesis assumes that the native speaker 
materials present the least amount of background informa- 
tion with the least redundancy at the highest level o+ 
linguistic complexity. In short, the subjects must attempt 
to comprehend the material with the minimum level of avail- 
able information. 
(2) the subjects' performance with the modified inter- 
actional structure text will be better than their 
performance with the modified input text. 
This hypothesis assumes that comprehension is less 
dependent on linguistic structure (input) than on the 
amount of information made available to the reader, and on 
the frequency with which the reader encounters the informa- 
tion. Thus, the text remains at a high level of linguistic 
complexity, but by developing modified interactional struc- 





offered more opportunity for information processing and I 









The subjects for this study were thirty students 
attendin3 Taipei American School in Taipei, Taiwan. The 
subjects had been placed in the ESL program as a result of 
their performance on the Enqiish proficiency exanination 
tests sdministered prior to re9istration. 
Taipei bmerican Schcol is an independent, overseas 
dependents school with a United States based curriculum. 
The student pcpulaticn is drawn from the international 
community o+ Taipei. The students are primaril;, from the 
upper-middle socioeconomic level that is represented by 
business executives and middle level employees of diploma- 
tic and trade missions. Local citizens of Taiwan are pro- 
hibited from attending Taipei American School by the 
government on Taiwan; however, several students are local 
residents who have acquired citizenship and passports from 
other nations. They are thereby classified as Overseas 
Chinese and permitted to attend the school. 
Taipei American School places heavy emphasis on col- 
lege preparatory study so that students, both American and 
non-American, generally apply to the more competitive uni- 
versities in the United States. Furthermore, the Interna 
tional Baccalaureate groqram has been recently implemented 
into the curricu!um with En,glish designated as the primary 
lanquaqe of instruction (Languaqe A). 
Althou9h United States citizens technically make up 
o,ver fifty per-cent of the student body, this statistic is 
mis!eading, as several students who are classified .Ameri- 
can" are Chinese who have acquired United States citizen- 
ship and have reentered Taiwan with alien visas or certi- 
ficates, thus beinq classified as *Overseas Chinese". The 
'Overseas Chinese" are the largest single qroup of non- 
Americans registered at Taipei American School. A large 
number of Japanese and Koreans also attend the school. 
TABLE 1 
Rspresented Language Groups 
Language Number 
-- ------- ------ 














The students who participated i n  this study ranged 
from the ninth to the eleventh grade. They were divided 
into three 9roups of ten students each. Each 9roup con- 
sisted of two ninkh 3rade students, six tenth 9rade stud- 
ents, and two eleventh 3rade students. An attempt was made 
to balance ~ r o u p s  with a similar number of native speakers 
at similar levels of r,eading abilities (see Table 1) which, 
while maintainin the equivalence of Teadin9 leveis, inter- 
fered with the randomness of selection. The subjects had 
been informed of the nature of the test the previous day 
and were as5agned to 9roup5 as they entered the classroom. 
Measure5 
All students admitted to Taipei American School 
whose native lanquaqe is not Enqlish are evaiuated by the 
Department of Enqlish as a Second LanguaTe before placement 
into the reqular academic program. The students are placed 
in an ESL level accordinq to their performance on the 
follonin9 standardized tests: 
1. Gates-MacGinitie Readinq Test, Level D 
2. Davis Diaqnostic Test for Students of ESL 
3. Test of Ability to Sub~rdinate 
Students must meet the minimum requirements on two 
out of three tests for placement at any level within the 
ESL pro3ram. Furthermore, the ESL department monitors and 
re-evaluates students accordinq to their classroom perform- 
ance during the first two weeks in class, and recommends 
chan9es in level whenever appropriate. Thus, the students 
who participated in the study are quite homoqeneous at 
their level of English readinq ability and grade level. 
The students who participated in the study have been 
placed at the intermediate Vevel mf the ESL proqram. The 
students at this level read from three to five years below 
grade level as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie Test and 
have scored between 120 and 90 points on the Davis Test, 
This means that a ninth grade student in this study reads 
at approximately the fourth grade level while an eleventh 




To verify the equivalence of the readin? levels of 
the subjects, the readinq scores of each qroup were 
analyzed (see Table 21. A l i  of the subjects in the study 
had been participatinq in the ESL proqram for a minimun of 
two semesters and no more than four semesterÂ§ The fiqures 
in Table 2 indicate that there was no siqnificant differ- 
ence amon9 the readin9 levels of the three groups. 
Instrumen- 
The measures used in the study were three texts based 
on the same topic and a twenty item multiple choice test. 
TABLE 2 
ANALYSIS OF READING SCORES OF SUBJECTS 
Test used: Gates-MacGinitie Readinq Test, Level D 
Group 1 
- - - - - - - 










Group 3  










3 . 4  
Group 1 10 5.66 1,55 
Group 2 ID 5.65 1.5Z 
G r o w  3  10 5.62 1.57 
FOR READING SCORES OF THE THREF GROUP5 
Source of 
Variance - MS - F 
Between 2 4.76 1.97 
Within 27 .78 
The first text, classified as the Native Speaker 
u, was written to correspond with the tenth qrade level 
of difficulty. The second text, called the Modifieq 
u, %as modified in both sentence structure and vocabu- 
lary. The third text, called the Nodifiecl Lnterartional 
StructuE I d ,  retained the native speaker level of diffi- 
culty in both sentence structure and vocabulary, but elab- 
orated the information through redundancy and definition. 
The Dale-Chall Readability Formula was applied to 
each of the samples to determine a general measure of 
readsbility. This formula measures the sentence 1eng.th and 
vocabulary complexity of a text to arrive at a readability 
level. Concepts and the de3ree o i  information are not 
factors that are considered by the formula. The results 
indicated that the Native Speaker Text was at the tenth 
grade level of readability, the Modified Input Text was at 
the fifth grade level, and the Modified Interactional 
Structure Text Has at the ninth grade level of readability. 
The three text5 presented the same information about 
the life and career of Benito Mussolini. However, in the 
Modified Input Text the sentence structure and vocabulary 
level were reduced. Thus, this se1ection from the Native 
Speaker Text, 
From the beginning, it was obvious that the 
the Duce was an incompetant war leader. 
is rendered in the Modified Input Text as, 
Mussolini was a poor leader in war. This 
was seen by everybody at the start of the 
war. 
Selections in the Native Speaker Text that were ex- 
tremely complicated both structurally and 1exicaIIy were 
broken down to several small units of input. For example, 
this sentence from the Native Speaker Text, 
Durinq the summer of 19S9, Mussolini endeavored to 
persuade Hitler to avoid war, but in September the 
Fuhrer ordered his armies into Poland, thus initiat- 
in9 the Second World War. 
is broken into six reduced sentences, 
Mussolini did not want war in 1939. He tried to keep 
Hitler out of war. But Hitler did 90 to war. He 
started the war in September, 1939, He Sent his army 
into a country called Poland. This started World War 
11. 
With the Modified Interactional Structure Text, the 
vocabulary and syntatic complexity were retained, but in- 
formation was emphasized through redundancy, clarification, 
and definition. For example, the Native Speaker Text des- 
cribes Mussolini's dismissal and arrest in one Sentence, 
On July 25, Mussolini was arrested and Bado9lio 
was installed as the Prime Minister. 
The Modified Interactional Structure Text retains 
the StruCtu~e of the Native Speaker Text, but clarifies by 
elaboration, such a5 giving the complete date, and with 
redundancy by repeating the :nformatjnn in a follow-up 
sentence: 
On July 25, 1943 Mussolini was arrested and put into 
jail, and Badoglio was installed into office as the 
Prime Minister. The Prime Minister and leader of 
Italy was no longer Mus5olini, but rather Pietro 
Bado9lio. 
Correlation of concepts among the three texts was 
established tnrou5h the use of a procedure devised by 
Walter Kintsch (1977). Kintsch assumes that the final skill 
~f a fluent reader is a highly developed process of aCqUir- 
in9 information from a hi3hly structured visual display of 
text. The problem with this assumption is to devise an 
acceptable definition for "acquirin9 information". 
Kintsch contends that meaning within a text is the 
result of an ordered list of propositions, consisting of a 
number of word concepts, called a text base. A word con- 
cept is part of an individual's semantic levicon, a listing 
of words and inf0rmat;on about meaning and use. The meaning 
of a word concept is not strictly defined, but rather is 
related to other word concepts in the lexicon and defined 
acc~rding to possible uses. Kintsch refers to this process 
as the prepositional frame. A word concept is u S U ~ I ~ Y  ex-
pressed by a word, but may also extend to a phrase. Since 
a variety of meanings can be derived from any 9iven unit, 
the relationship among word concepts is many to many. 
A proposition consists of multiples of word concepts 
of which one serves as a predicator and the ~ t h e r s  as ar9u- 
ments. The predicator establishes a relationship among the 
arguments within the proposition. Predicators are usually 
verbs, adjectives, or sentence conjunctions. Arguments are 
usually nouns. 
The lexicon specifies to the reader which crmbina- 
tions of word concepts are semantically acceptable within 
the frsmework of a proposition. Kintsch uses the word FEZL 
as an example. FEEL possesses two primary meanings: Ill to 
touch, and (21 to be aware of. With the first meaning, the 
word may combine into propositions in the form (FEEi,AGENT, 
OBJECT) where AGENT is a class of word concepts which may 
be used in the role of agent, and OBJECT is defined within 
the readep's lexicon as word concepts that may used in the 
role of objects. 111 Kintsch's model, the predicator is 
written first in a proposition, and the arguments are 
separated by commas. Thus, (FEEL,JGHN,CLOTH) would be an 
acceptable proposition leading to the sentence "John feels 
the cloth.'' Conversely, <FEEL,CLOTH,JOHNI, which becomes 
mThe.cloth feels John", is not an acceptable proposition in 
that "clcithn does not act in the role of an agent in the 
English lexicon. 
The secclnd use of FEEL mwj be found in propcsitions 
of (FEEL,EXPERIENCER,INSTRUNENTI. Again, the proposition 
IFEEL,JOHN,DESIf?E) is acceptable as the sentence "John felt 
a desire,. but (FEEL,DESIRE,JOHN) becomes an unacceptable 
sentence, "The desire feels John.. 
The second stage of the Kintsch model is the text 
base, an ordered list of propcsitions. A l l  text bases are 
structured hierarchically by the repetition rule. All prop- 
ositions that share a ccmmon arqument are connected, leading 
to levels of propositions. 
Using the Kintsch model, each text in the instrument 
was equivalent on the basis of propositions, Any given 
selection of one text had the correspondin'g propositions 
of each of the other two texts. For example, the proposi- 
tions (DESPISE, FATHER <(MUSSOLINI) (TRADE, IMPOVERISHED 
BLACKSNITHI) ALL WEALTHY, ALL IDLE) are presented in each 
O+ the texts as follows: 
Nussolini's father, by trade a somewhat impover- 
ished blacksmith, despised all who were wealthy 
and idle. 
Mussolini's father was a BLACKSPlITH. A black- 
smith makes thinqs out of metal. Mussolini's 
father was poor. He hated rich people. He also 
hated people who did not work. 
Mussolini's father was by trade a poor and im- 
poverished blacksmith who despised and hated a11 
people who were wealthy and did not need to work. 
This system was utilized throughout the three texts. 
Propositions were developed, then used to generate a text 
base for each text. 
A twenty item multiple-choice test was used for each 
of the texts- Each item consisted of a stem and five 
possible responses. The test emphasized recognition of 
information directly from the text rather than inference. 
Each question was correlated with a proposition that would 
be found in each of the three texts. For example, the 
correct response for the item: 
Mussalini said he started the "March on Rome" because 
a. the problems were too much for the king 
*b. there was danger from the communists 
c. he wanted to be a "Man of Action" 
d. the peace settlement gained little for Italy 
e. he wanted to start the new Roman Empire 
is clearly stated in each of the three texts: 
NATIVE SPEAKER 
Claiming that Italy was in danger of falling to the 
communists, Mussolini ordered the so-c=lled "March 
on RomeM in October . . . 
Mussolini said the communists were dangerous. He 
said the communists wanted power and were trying 
to take aver. So he started the "March on Rome" 
in October, 1922. 
MODIFZED INTERACTIONAL STRUCTURE 
Claiming that Italy was in danger of falling to 
the communists, Mussolini organized and started 
the so-called 'March on Rome" in October, 1922.  
To grevent pre-existing knowledge of the topic from 
affecting the results of the study, the subjects were sur- 
veyed an their familiarity with Mussolini and Italian Fas- 
cism. All of the subjects indicated no knowledge of the 
tOPiC, In addition, the test without any text was adminis- 
tered to ten native speaking tenth grade students to insure 
that the items could not be answered without the inform=- 
tion from the text. 
To establish the instrument's reliability at the 
tenth grade level of difficulty, the Native Speaker Text 
and the test were administeTed to a group o f  native speak- 
ing students from Taipei American School. Ten students each 
from the eighth, ninth, and eleventh grades, and twenty- 
five students from the tenth grade were used for this 
measure. The group consisted primarily of United States 
citizens who had relocated temporarily to Taipei because of 
parental employment. Some of the students are long-term 
residents of Taipei, but are native Erglish speakers and 
have been educated entirely within the American CUrPiCu- 
lum. Children Of missionaries stationed in Taipei are 
examples of this gt-oup. One subject is a British citizen, 
but has been educated e:<clusively in the American system. 
The !-esults of these measures are presented in Table 3. 
Procedure= 
In late April, 1984, the three groups participating 
in the study were given the texts and test during their ESL 
class. The subjects were instructed to indicate their grade 
level and native lanquage on the answer sheet. Fifty 
minutes were allotted to ccmplete both the reading of the 
text and the test. The subjects were informed that the text 
could be used while answering the questions and were en- 
couraged to make educated guesses i f  necessary, but not to 
TABLE 3 
COMBINED TEST SCORES OF GRADES 8 ,  9, 10, 11 NATIVE 
SPEAKING STUDENTS ON THE NATIVE SPEAKEZ TEXT 
N = 55 
K = 20 
X = 16 
SD = 3.4 
KRr = -75 
TEST SCORES OF NATIVE SPEAKING IOTH GRADE STUDENTS 
ON THE NATIVE SPEAKER TEXT 
N = 25 
K = 20 
X = 16.7 
SD = 3.12 
KRr = - 7 5  
randomly mark answers. No questions concerning the content, 
pronunication of words, or de+initions were allowed. The 
subjects were informed of the time limitation and the time 
was indicated on the chalkboard in ten minute intervals 
during the test. The subjects were also assured that their 
performance on the test would not affect their 3rades as 
this study was not a part of their curriculum. 
CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
The student performance on the test after reading 
the Native Speaker Text was significantly lower than with 
either the Modified Input Text or the Modified Interact- 




SUMWARY OF SCORES ON THE MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST 
ON THE THREE TEXTS OF DISCOURSE 
K = 20 
mx 
Native Speaker 
Modlfied Input 10 14.3 2.3 
Modified Interactional Structure 10 13.5 2.3 
These results reveal a si9nificant difference be- 
tween the level of comprehension of the two modified text5 
and the Native Speaker Text. However, the difference in 
the scores between the twa modi+ied texts does not apPeaP 
significantly wide. Uhen an ANOVA was calculated with the 
three groups, a siy~iiicant F ratio was obtained (Table 51. 
The scheffe'method of post-hoc analysis was applied to see 
the degree oi significant dif+erence between each of the 
qraups. This analysis revealed that the Native Speaker 
Text group was significantly difierent from the other two 
groups. However, there was n o  significant difference be- 
tween the NS text group and the Modified Interactional 
Structure Text group. Furthermore, there was no signifi- 
cant difference between the Modified Input Text 7roup and 
the MIS text group. 
TABLE S 
ANOVA - TEST RESULTS ON THE THREE TEXT5 
Within 27 8.04 
Post-HOC Analysis: t obs 
----------------- ----- 
NS vs MI 4.03 
NS vs MIS 3.46 
MI vs MIS .S7 
t crit = 3-32 
These results support Hypothesis 1, that the level of 
comprehension would be lowest on the Native Speaker Text. 
The results do not ~ ~ ! ~ p o r t  Hypothesis 2,  which stated that 
comprehension of the Modified Interactional Structure Text 
would be 9reater than on the Plodified Input. Text. However, 
the test scores of the su5je:ts who were given the MIS text 
(written at the ninth grade level of difficulty) are almost 
identical to the scores of the subjects who read the Modi- 
fied Input Text (written at the fifth grade level of diffi- 
culty). Thus, while the Native Speaker Text was clearly the 
most difficult version, the Modified Input and modified 
Interactional Structure Texts Mere almost equal in compre- 
hensibility to the subjects despite the Vladified interact- 
ional Structure Text's hi9her ~ e a d i n 9  level. 
mm 
- )he results of the study suggest some interesting 
conclusions. First, the hypothesis that students in ESL 
perform poorly on unmodified native speaker materials has 
been supported. The level of syntax and vocabulary, as well 
as the lack of background information within the text, 
apparently interfered with the students' level of comprehe- 
nsion. 
Item analysis of the test results showed a consist- 
ency Of Correct responses occurring on items that were 
stated directly and exactly within a text. For example, 
Item 8, which was the only item that was correctly answered 
by all the subjects regardless of the text used: 
Mussolini was arrested on 
a. June 30, 1942 
*b. July 25, 1943 
c. April 27, 1945 
d. April 30, 1945 
e. May 5 ,  1945 
The answer to this item appears explicitly in each 
of the texts: 
N m  SPEAKER T E X I  
- 
On July 25,  Mussolini was arrested, and Badoglio 
was installed as the Prime Minister. 
MODIFIEil INPUT 
So Mussolini was put into jail on July 25, 1943. 
MODIFIE2 ETERfiCTIOPlAL STRLICTURE TEXT 
On July 25, 1945, Mussolini was arrested and put 
into :ail, and Badoglio was installed into of+ice 
as Prime Minister. 
Although the item is poor in that the distractors 
were inadequate and the correct response is too obvious, it 
does serve to confirm that the students were able to iden- 
tify information that was presented in a direct and expli- 
cit manner. Et~en though '1943" was ab3ent from the NS 
text, the year had appeared earlier in the same paragraph. 
Likewise, the MI text uses the phrase 'put into jailH 
rather than .arrestedm, but this was no obstacle to the 
subjects who read this version. 
A more discr:minatin? item was Item 1: 
In 1919, the Italian 5overnment believed that 
economic problems would 
*a, yo away in a short time 
5. be solved by the Duce 
c. continue with risin9 prices a"d unemp1OYment 
d .  cause strikes and more unemployment 
e. 5e solved with strony price controls 
The information for the item is presented in this way: 
blATSVE SPEAKER TEXI 
The Italian qovernment showed little inclina- 
tion toward price control, believinq that the 
problem would evaporate as soon as the adjust- 
ment to peace had been completed. 
MODIFIED INPUT TEXT 
 he government did not do much about prices. 
They said that the problem will 90 away soon. 
f l m E B  SNTFRACTIONAL STRUCTURE 
The Italian government showed little inclica- 
tion toward price controls, not wanting to 
control the cost of things, and believed the 
problem of high prices and unemployment would 
evaporate and go away as snon as the adjust- 
ment to peace had been completed. 
Table 6 shows the student responses to this item. 
The correct response was clear to readers of both the 
Modified Input and Modified Interactional Structure texts, 
but poorly perceived by readers of the Native Speaker Text. 
Probably the most difficult problem with this item 
for the NS text readers was the vocabulary, in particular, 
the word .evaporatem as it was used in this context. The 
phrase "go away" is used in both the MI and MIS text, In- 
terestinyly, half of the NS text readers chose the response 
"c", possibly being distracted by the final sentence in the 
paragraph in which the information was given: 
Uniortunately, d s ~  rontinue* to rise 
u n e m o b y m d  increase4 which led to a series 
of strikes and a concurrent rise in the pop- 
ularity of the PSI. 
TABLE 6 
RESPONSES TO ITEM 1 BY EACH OF THE THREE GROUPS 
Item 13 was even more discriminating to <he subjects 
who read the NS and m1 texts. This item is unusual in that 
it required a degree of inference to arrive at the correct 
response: 
During the first seven years of rule, the Fascists 
a. made progress in many areas 
b. were successful in building a better Italy 
c. were very unpopular in Italy 
d. decided to attack Ethiopia to gain territory 
*e. gained very little in real achievement or 
progress 
Subjects who read the NS and MI text were required to 
recognize that -first seven years" referred to the years 
1923 to 1930 as stated in the texts. The information was 
more expficit :n the Modified Interactional Structure Text: 
The years +rcm 1925 to IF30 were marked by much 
fanfare, 5ut with little substantial accomplish- 
ment. 
MODIFIED INPIJT 
The Fascists said many things from 1923 to 1930. 
They said that they did many things. This was 
not really true. They did not do very many things. 
The seven years from I923 to 1930 were marked by 
much fanfare and publicity, but with little sub- 
stantial accomplishment or real succe5s. 
The responses of the three groups to this item is 
given in Table 7. The readers of the NS text were for the 
TABLE 7 
RESPONSES TO ITEM 13 BY EACH OF THE THREE GROUPS 
most part baffled by the item, and it is interesting that 
half of the readers of the MI text also missed the correct 
response. Yet only two readers of the MIS text marked the 
wrong response. It is not possible to determine if the 
cause of the responses by the readersof the NS and MI 
texts were the result of not inferring seven years or from 
some other factor in the distractors. 
The study, however, did not deal with the higher 
levels of reading comprehension: recall, inference, and 
synthesis. Although six items on the test could be con- 
sidered to some deqree inferential, the focus was directed 
to recoqnition. 
One reason Hypothesis 2 was not completely supported 
may be the d e s i ~ n  of the instrument which retained concepts 
through all three texts. Hypothesis 2 predicted that the 
MIS Text would produce a hiqher level of comprehension than 
the MI Text. However, the mean score of the subjects who 
read the MI Text was slightly higher than, aIthouqh net 
significantly different from, that of those who read the MI 
Text. The basis of the assumption that the Modified Inter- 
actional Structure Text would be more comprehensible to the 
subjects had been that the Modified Input Text would reduce 
the information density and thereby the Opportunity for 
subjects to adequately process information in order to make 
correct responses. 
On the other hand, the Modified Interactional Struc- 
ture Text would increase the information density, thus 
affording the reader more opportunity to discover the cor- 
rect answer. This assumption had been further supported by 
Long's research indicating that modified interaction is 
more important to language acquisition than modified input. 
However, care had been taken to assure that each 
concept in the Native Speaker Text was present in the 
other two texts so that any item on the test could be 
answered from any of the three texts. In effect, one factor 
o-f modified input as described by Honeyfield and Blau had 
been neutralized--the reduction of information. 
In addition, the design specified that the subjects 
would be permitted to use the text to locate the informa- 
tion needed for the responses, thus giving a further ad- 
vantage to the reader. As was previously noted, although 
the subjects who used the MIS text did not score Signifi- 
cantly higher than those who used the MI text, they did 
score almost as well. Consideration should also be given to 
the fact that the MIS text was written not only at a higher 
readability level than the MI text, but was also signifi- 
cant!y longer. The subjects using this text were thereby 
under a greater time restraint and had less opportunity to 
discover and verify information. 
Some question concerning the randomness of the 
selection of subjects sample in this study may be raised as 
the attempt was made to balance the language distribution 
and reading levels of the subjects. However, the analysis 
of the reading levels of the students indicated no signifi- 
cant difference amon9,the three.groups, t.hus the validity 
of the Study should not be compromised. 
m r l u s i n n y  
The performance of the subjects in this study sup- 
ports the theory that information processing used for suc- 
cessful reading by native speakers is also utilized by ESL 
students. Reading comprehension of both native and non- 
native speakers is dependent on the presence of cues that 
are interpreted in the context of both the reader's pre- 
vious knowledge and the availability of comprehensible 
supportin9 information within the text. To the extent that 
a reader lacks the necessary background information, in- 
cluding vocabulary and syntax structure, the level Of 
information that is available within the text becomes 
crucial to comprehensibility and thus comprehension. The 
NS text offered the minimum level of cues for the ESL 
student to utilize in the reading process. The NI text 
offered a higher level of cues by modifying the complexity 
of vocabulary and syntax. However, the NrS text also 
offered a high level of processing cues by providing more 
information through redundancy and explanation 
without reducing the syntactic and lexical complexity. 
The results of this project also support Long's con- 
clusion that modification of interaction, in this case 
through redundancy and explanation, facilitates comprehen- 
sion. While the test results of the MI text indicated a 
high level of comprehensibility, the almost equal perform- 
ance by subject5 who read the MIS text suggests an option 
for the development of ESL reading materials that may be 
advantageous to the upper levels of language instruction. 
If a slmilar level of comprehensibility is possible with a 
more complicated presentation of information, the higher 
levels of ESL instruction may mare adequately facil3tate 
the student's transition to materials that have a greater 
degree of syntactic complexity and a more extensive vocabu- 
lary. 
Further research is needed to discover if comparable 
findings would occur wjth recall and inference tasks. The 
present study was directed toward simple recognition, which 
is a basic comprehension 3ki11, but the ability of the 
subjects to recall information and, more importantly, draw 
conclusions and inferences from material also needs to be 
addressed. It is essential, however, that in developing a 
more advanced study in this area, the principle of matching 
concepts throughout the instrument be retained. 
APPENDIX A 
TEXT 1: NAiXVE SPEAKER TEXT 
MUSSOLINI 
1 The events and personalities of the Nazi era in 
Germany are well known, Strange, h0wever.i~ the neglect 
of Benito Mussolini, the Duce of Fascist Italy who pro- 
vided the ins?iration for the rise of Hitler's Thlrd 
Reich, and who was ultimately dragged into oblivion by 
his loyalty to the Fuhrer. Even those who are familiar 
with Mussolini usually regard him as a rather comical 
figure. Yet at one time it was Mussolini who was the 
master, and Hitler the adoring follower. No one wept 
when Hitler was destroyed, yet Mussolini's fate 
prompted even the Indian leader Mahatma Gandhi to com- 
ment, *Poor Mussolini: 
2 Benito Mussolini was born the eldest of three 
children in 1883 in the east-central region of Italy 
called Romagna. This area was renowned for its antagon- 
ism toward the church and state, in particular the king, 
and Mussolini was brought up as an anti-monarchial and 
anti-clerical socialist in the Italian tradition. At 
that time the socia1;sts favored removal of the king and 
the establisment of a republic. Mussolini's father, by 
trade an impoverished blacksmith, despised all who were 
wealthy and idle. His mother, by contrast, was a devout 
Catholic who earned extra income for the family b y  teach- 
in9 in  an elementary school. 
3 A t  an 'Sa?l~ a9e Mussolini rebelled against author- 
ity. His mother had saved an adequate sum necessary to 
enroil him in a nearby Catholic boarding school, but 
because he paid the minimum rate of tuition, MuSSOlini 
was farced to sit at a Seqreqated table during meals, 
and #as served leftovers scraped from the plates Of the 
more pri.dileged students. Mussc.lini soon reacted to this 
humiliation, first by  as5aultinq a teacher, then by 
attacking a wealthy student. He was expelled from the 
school by the second year. 
4 Mu5solini completed his education at a Secular 
school and was graduated in 1902, receivin9 an elemen- 
tary teaching certificate. 6s he had little interest in 
pursuing a career in education, Mus3olini emigrated to 
Lausanne, Switzerland seeking employment. His experience 
there was a total failure, and he was reduced to begginq 
in the streets, an occupation that resulted in his 
arrest and imprisonment for three weeks. 
5 I n  desperation, he appealed to a group of Italian 
socialists residing in Lausanne far assistance, He was 
taken in by them, and fcr severa! years he worked in 
Switzerland and Austria on behalf of the international 

terminat:an as editor of Pvanti! and his expulsion from 
the socialist party. However, his editorials had caught 
the attention of a g r o w  of nealthy industrialists who 
supported Mussalini's establishment of an independent 
journal called ~ouoli asIta1ia cm p-oole of Ital~~i. 
In 1915, he enlisted in the army and was sent to the 
front, but the region was seldom involved in the con- 
flict. In 1917, Mussalini was seriously injured in an 
accident and convalesed for six months. Upon recovery he 
was discharqed from militzry service and returned t3 his 
editorial position in July, 1917. 
8 Afte? the concIusion of the war in 1919, Italy 
faced two major problems. The first was the rapid rise 
in living costs and the resultant discontent among the 
common people whose incomes d i d  not increase, and amcng 
the discharqed veterans who could not find employment. 
The second prob1em.was the failure of the 9OveP3ment to 
secure Italy's "rightful shar-. of the benefits of 
victory at the Versailles peace con+erences. 
9 The Italian government showed 1:ttle inclination 
toward price control, believing that the problem would 
evaporate as soon as the adjustment to peace had been 
completed. Unfortunately, p ~ i c e s  continued to rise and 
unemployment increased which led to a serxes of strikes 
and a concurrent rise in the popularity of the PSI. 1 
I 
I 
10 As for the Versailles peace conference, the Italian 
diplomats had believed that they would receive the terri- 
tory of Dalmatia alonq the western Adriatic coast as 
Italy's share of the peace settlement. However, the 
final agreement only defined Italy's border with Aus- 
tria, awarding Dalmatia to the newly created nation of 
~ugoslavia. 
11 The Italian qovernment's failure to resolve econo- 
mic problems, as well as the disappointment over the 
peace settlement, resulted in a total loss of popular 
support for the political establishment. Hoginq to bene- 
fit +?om this lack of con?idence in the government, 
Mussolini founded the National Fascist Party, (Partito 
nazionale fascist0 or PNF),  in >larch, 1919. He further- 
more.orqani:ed a private militia called the Fasci di 
Combattimento, more commonly known as the Blackshirts 
+ram their uniforms. 
12 Durinq the first few years after the founding of 
the Fascist Party, Mussolini enjoyed only modest success 
in getting parliamentary representation. However, in 
late 1922 he believed his position was secure enouqh for 
him to attempt a bold coup d'etat. Clalminq that Italy 
was in danqer of fallinq to the cGmmunists, Mussolini 
organized the so called *March on Rome" in October, and 
demanded that the king appoint a Fascist government with 
Mussolini as the Prime Dlinister. The king, Convinced 
that a multitude of Blackshirts was certain to OCCUPY 
~ o m e ,  quietly capitu~at-d to the Fasc,stS on October 29, 
Ia fact, the "Blackshirt Army" numbered fewer than 
ZSO,OOi3  mostly unarmed civilisn~ who camped outside the 
city, and Mussolini remained discpeetly near the Swiss 
border until he had received the written proclamation 
a~pointin9 him Prime Minister. The .march" itself 
actually occurred two days later, after Mu550lini had 
arrived by train and had assumed office. 
13 Once in office, ~ussolini set out to consolidate 
his power. In 1926, he declared the Fascist party to be 
the majority in garliament, abolished all organized 
OppOsitiOn to Fascism, and proclaimed himself the Duce 
of all Ital;~. 
14 The years from 1923 to 1930 were marked by much 
fanfare, but with little substantial accompli~hment. 
Fascist claims of success in building a better Italy 
attracted many admirers throughout the warId, including 
a young german politician by the name of Adolph Hitler, 
who in the late 19208s requested an autographed photo Of 
the Duce. The request was refused. 
15 Wussolini himself carefully cu~tivated a public 
reputation as a man of action, expert in a multitude of 
skills ranging from simple farm labor to race Car 
driving (when, in fact, the Duce had never learned to 
operate a Carl. Each year brought exaggerated claims of 
trsumph in industry, agricultu~e, and military develop- 
mat--factors that would accelerate Italy's immediate 
calla!ase at the beginning of World War 11 when the 
reality of low productiviti became obvious in the 
Italian war effort. 
16 In an attempt to have Italy recognized as a major 
world power, Mussolini conducted an acti.de foreign 
policy. Although territorial expansion through military 
aggression was a policy of Fascism, Mussolini avoided 
direct armed conflicts until the l93Ovs, By that time, 
Adolph Hitler had assumed power in Germany and had begun 
his process of acquiring territory through threats and 
canfrcntation. The Duce, hu~iliated by Hitler's success 
in Europe, directed his attention to north Africa. In 
1935, Italian forces overran Ethiopia, and Mussolini 
announced the foundation of the new Roman Empire. Des- 
pite the addition of this new territory, the Italian 
conquest of Ethiopia was a serious blunder. 
17 First, the new territory had nothing to of+er 
Italy. The Fascist government was forced to send much 
needed money and products into Africa while receiving 
nothing in return. Then an army of 250,000 men was 
stationed in Ethiopia to support the Italian rule, thus 
placing a further unnecessary burden on the economy. 
Finally, Italy's reputation as an iaternational power 
was irreparabl9 damayed -as the world witnessed the 
modern, fully equipped Italian Mar machine struggle to 
defeat horsemen armed with spears, 
18 in 195a, N~ussolini sought to repair the damage to 
his reputation by acting as a mediator between Germany 
and other European nations over Hitler's demand +or more 
territory. Yet the Duce was dismayed over the Fuhrer's 
easy success in annexing Austria, then Czechoslovakia to 
the Third Reich. In 195-3, Nussolini also signed the Axis 
Pact with Hitler, Although the a9reernent seemed a treaty 
of equal partners, in truth the pact from the beqinninq 
was under the total domination of the Fuhrer. 
19 During the summer of 1939, flussolini endeavored to 
persuade Hitler to avoid war, but in September the 
Fuhrer ordered his armies into Poland, thus initiating 
the Second World War. Realizing that Italy was unpre- 
pared far the conflict, MussoIini at first wisely main- 
tained neutrality. However, by Nay of the following year 
Germany had overrun most of Europe, includinq half of 
France. The Duce, impatient for action, recklessly 
entered the war in June and immediately launched an 
attack a9ainst France. However, the French army that 
had been easily overwhelmed by German forces in a matter 
of days quickly repulsed the Italian attack, thus leav- 
ing Musselin: with a humiliating defeat at the war's 
onset. 
20 From the beginning i t  was obvious that the Duce was 
an incompetent war leader. Despite his reputation as a 
man of action, he behaved more like a timid old man, 
unsure of himself and capable only of rage in the face 
of defeat. After eighteen months, not only had Italy 
lost the war, but the northern third of the country had 
been occupied by German troops sent by Hitler to keep 
the Duce in power. 
2 1 In spite of these setbacks, Mussolini insisted that 
victory was near, but the bombin-g of Italian cities in 
early 1943 convinced the king that the Fascist. govern- 
ment had to be replaced. At. first, the king was relunc- 
tant to move directly against the Duce, but the July 
19th bombing of Rome spurred him into action. He ordered 
the arrest of Mussolini and planned to appoint Pietro 
Badoglio, a military leader, as Prime Minister. Fascist 
leaders in Rome, hearing of the king's action, convened 
and dismissed the Duce frcm the Fascist party. On July 
25, Mussolini was arrested and Sadoglio was installed as 
the Prime Minister. 
Taking advantage of the'situation, Hitler ordered 
German troops deeper into Italy. By September, the 
Germans controlled two-thirds of the peninsula, and had 
established Nussolini. who had been rescued from im- 
prisonment by German-commandos, as the president of the 
Italian Social Republic. This "republic" was merely a 
Nazi puppet state that quickly collapsed a few months 
after its establishment as the Germans withdrew from 
Italy in 1945. 
23 In April, the Duce attempted an escape into Germany 
by posing as a German corporal, but he was captured by a 
jroup of Italian communists on the twenty-seventh. The 
next morning Mussolini and a few of his followers were 
executed by a firing squad and their bodies dumped in a 
town square in Milan. 
24 When some citizens discovered the bodies and recog- 
nized the Duce, they hung his body by the feet in the 
town center while hundreds of people, angered by the 
misery the Fascists had caused, threw filth and hollered 
insults, 
So ended the new Roman Empire. 
APPENDIX B 
MODIFIED INPUT TEXT 
MUSSOLINI 
1 Most people know what happened in Nazi Germany, and 
they also know about the people in Nazi Germany. But 
many people do not know about Benito Mussolini. MUSSO- 
lini was a leader in Italy. He called himself "Duce". 
"Duce" is an Italian word, and it means "leaderu. Hitler 
used many of Mussolini's ideas. Hitler called himself 
Fuhrer", and this word also means "leader". 
Mussolini joined Hitler in World War 11. Both Hitler 
and Mussolini lost the war, and they were both killed at 
the end of the war. Some people do know about Mussolini. 
But they often think that he was just a funny man. Once 
Mussolini was the leader, and Hitler was his follower. 
Hitler was killed, and no one was sorry. Mussolini was 
also killed, and some people were sorry. Mahatma Gandhi 
was a leader in India. Somebody told Gandhi that Musso- 
lini died. Gandhi just said, "Poor Mussolini". 
2 Benito Mussolini was born in 1883. He was the oldest 
child. There were two other children in his family. He 
was born in east-central Italy. This place is called 
Romagna. The people in Romagna did not like the Catholic 
Church. They did not like the leaders of Italy. The 
ieader of Italy was a king. Mussolini also d i d  not like 
the Catholic Church nor the king. He became a SOCIALIST. 
Many people i n  Italy were socialists. The socialists 
were against the king. They wanted a republic in Italy. 
Mussolini's father was a BLACKSMITH. A blacksmith 
makes things out of metal. Mussolini's father was poor. 
He hated rich people. He also hated people who did not 
nor k. 
Mussolini's mother was different. She was a goad 
Catholic, and she worked in a school. She was a teacher 
of small children. She made extra money for her family. 
- 
- Mussolini did not like to obey people. He was 
still a young boy, but he did not obey his teachers. 
Mussalini's mother saved some money, so Mussolini was 
able to go to a boy's school. The school was nearhis 
town. It was a Catholic school, and the boys lived at 
the school. Mussolini was able to pay only a little 
money to the school. He did not pay for the best food, 
so he sat at a different table. The rich boys d i d  not 
eat all of their food. So Mussolini ate it. He was very 
unhappy about this. One time he h i t  a teacher. Later he 
hit one of the rich boys. The school did not let him 
come back to school. Mussolini studied at that school 
for one year, 
4 Mussolini did not go back to the Catholic school. He 
went to a public school. He finished school in 1902, 
and he got an elementary teaching certificate. This Ma5 
a paper from the government. It said that Mussolini was 
now a teacher. He could teach small children. 
Mussolini did not want to be a teacher. So he Went 
to a town named Lausanne. This town is in Switzerland. 
Mussolini wanted to work in Lausanne, but he could not 
find a job. He became a beggar. A beggar asks people to 
give him money or food, The police in Lausanne took 
Mussolini away and they out him in jail, He was in jail 
far three weeks. 
5 Mussolini was very warried and unhappy. He asked for 
help. Same socialists from Italy lived in Lausanne. 
Mussolini asked them for help. They did help him, so he 
worked far them. These people were INTERNATIONAL 
SOCIALISTS. They did not like different countries. They 
wanted a world with no countries. They also wanted the 
world to have only one government. 
Mussolini worked for these people for six years. 
Sometimes he stayed in Switzsrland, and sometimes he was 
in Austria. He finally went back to Italy in 1908. He 
became a leader in the socialist party in Italy. This 
party was called PARTITO SOCIALISTA ITALIANA in Italian. 
Sometimes people just said PSI. 
Then Mussolini started a newspaper. He printed this 
newspaper one time every week. He called this newspaper 
LA LOTTE DI CLASSE. This means THE CLASS STRUGGLE. 
6 Mussolini was busy for many years. He did many 
thinas in Italy until World War I started. He started 
STRIKES. A strike means that people do not go to work, 
and do not let other'people work. Mussolini also started 
DEMONSTRATIONS against the government. This means a lot 
of people marched and carried signs. These people did 
not like the government. Mussolini also became very 
important in the socialist party, and he got POWER. This 
means he told other people do things. 
He also became the EDITOR of AVANTI!. This was the 
biggest socialist newspaper in Italy. An editor is the 
leader of a newspaper. flussolini tried to get into the 
PARLIAMENT of Italy in 1913. The parliament makes the 
laws of a country. But +ew people wanted him to be in 
parliament, so he lost. Then he tried to take over the 
government of the city of Milan. He did not do this very 
well, and the police in Milan hit and beat him until he 
did not move. 
7 World War I started, and this was most important to 
Mussolini. The start of this war changed him. The 
socialist party was against the war. At first, Mussolini 
was against the war, too. He said that Italy must not 
fight in this war. But one month later he wrote some 
very different stories. He put these stories in AVANTI!. 
He said Italy must join the war. 
The socialist party was very angry. They said he 
was nc longer the editor of AVANTI!. They also said 
that he was not a member of the socialist party. But 
some men read Mussolini's stories. These men were very 
rich, and they owned many factories. These men were 
INDUSTRIALISTS, and they liked Mussolini's stories. So 
they helped him. He was able to start a new newspaper. 
This newspaper was called IL POPOLI D'ITALLIA. This 
means THE PEOPLE OF ITALY. 
Mussolini joined the army in 1915. The army sent 
him to the war area, but this area did not have much 
fighting. However, Mussolini had an accident i n  1917. 
He was hurt very badly. He had to stay in a hospital for 
six months. He did get well, but did not go back to the 
army. The army did not need him, so he went back to his 
job in July, 1917. 
8 World War I ended in 1919. Then Italy had two big 
Problems. The first problem was money. Everything cost 
too much and soon became more costly. Common people were 
not happy about this. Things cost more money. Yet peo- 
ple did not get more money from their jobs. VETERANS also 
had a problem. A veteran is a person who is no longer in 
the army. These men could not get jabs. This made them 
very unhappy. 
The other problem was about the war. Italy and some 
other countries won tne war. These countries had a meet- 
ing. They met in a small town in France. This town was 
called Versailles, and they talked about peace. The 
government of Italy sent men to this meetin9. These men 
were called DIPLOMftTS. The Italian diplomats did not do 
a good job at the meeting. They did not get the things 
they wanted. They did not get a "rightful share". This 
means other countries got more than Italy. 
The government did not do much about prices. They 
said that the problem will 90 away soon, They said that 
people will chanqe back to peace and forget the War. 
They said that prices will go down very soon. But this 
did not happen. The prices did not go down. The cost of 
everything went up. S o  more people did not have jobs. 
This made people start many strikes, and more people 
liked the Italian Socialist Party (PSI). 
10 The Italian diplomats did not get many things at 
Versailles. The Italians wanted a place named Dalmatia. 
This place is near Italy. It is on the west shore Of an 
ocean. This ocean t s  named the Adriatic Sea. The 
Italians said that Dalmatia was a part of 1taly. But 
Italy did not get Dalmatia. ~ t a l y  only got a new border 
with Austria. The other countries made a new country. 
This new country was called Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia got 
the place nzmed Dalmatia. 
11  The government did not solve the money problems. 
People were not happy about the peace meetin95 in 
Versailles. So the Italian people did not like the 
government at all. Mussolini was happy about this. He 
hoped this could help him. He started his own PARTY in 
March, 1919. A party is a group of people, and these 
people like the same thinqs. So they try to get into 
the government. Mussolini called his party the NATIONAL 
FASCIST PARTY. This is called PARTITO NATIONALE FASCISTA 
in Italian. People sometimes cailed the party the PNF. 
People in this party were called FASCISTS. 
Mussolini also started his own small army. This army 
was named FASCI DI COMBATTIMENTO. All the men in this 
army always wore black shirts. So people usually called 
them the BLACKSHIRTS. 
12 Mussolini did not do well at first. Only a few Fas- 
cists got into parliament. But Mussolini thought the 
party was strong. He decided to take over the govern- 
ment in 1922. This is called a COUP D'ETAT. Mussolini 
said the communists were dangerous. He said the commun- 
ists wanted power and were trying to take over. So he 
started the "March on Romen in October, 1922. 
The king of Italy thought many  lacks shirts were near 
Rome. So he chose the Fascists for the government. This 
happened on October 29, 1922. 
But the king was wrong. The BBlackshirt Army" was 
very small. It  was not really an army at all. It had 
only 25.000 men. These men were not real soldiers, and 
they did not have guns. They just stayed outside the 
clty of Rome. Mussolini was not in Rome that day. He 
stayed near Switzerland. The king sent Mussolini a 
letter. This letter said Mussolini was the Prime Minis- 
ter. So Mussolini went to Rome on a train. The real 
M a r c h  on Roale" was on October 31, 1922. Mussolini 
arrived in Rome and he became the Prime Minister that 
day. 
13 Mussolini was now the leader of the government, and 
he wanted all the power. So he did three things in 1926. 
First, he said the Fascists were the largest party in 
the parliament. Then he said there were no other parties 
in Italy. There was only the Fascist Party. Finally, he 
said he was the "Duce" of all Italy. "Duce" means 
"Leader". 
14 The Fascists said many things from 1923 to 1930. 
They said that they did many things. This was not really 
true. They did not do very many things. But many people 
believed the Fascists. They believed the Fascists did 
these things, and they liked the Fascists. One man who 
liked the Fascists was Adolph Hitler. He was a young 
man in Germany then. He wanted to be the leader of 
Germany. He asked Mussolini for a picture. He wanted 
Mussolini to write his name on this picture. But the 
Fascists did not send one to him. 
15 Muss01 ini wanted to be famous. H e  said he was a MAN 
OF ACTION, and he said he could do many things. He said 
that he was a simple farmer, but he was not. He said he 
could drive fast cars in races. But he did not know how 
to drive a car. He said every year Italy had done many 
things. He said farms, factories, and soldiers were much 
better. But this was not true. This made biq problems 
later. World War I1 started in 1939, and Italy could 
not fight. Italy did not have enough things to fight the 
war. 
16 Mussolini wanted Italy to be a great country. He 
wanted Italy to be a power. He tried to make the world 
know about Italy, so he had meetings with other leaders. 
The Fascists wanted more land for Italy. The Fascists 
said that it was qood to use the MILITARY. The military 
is the army and the navy of a country. The military 
could take land for Italy. 
But Mussolini did not use the military at first. He 
waited until after 1935. Then Hitler was the leader of 
Germany. Hitler got land for Germany. He did this by 
scaring other countries. Hitler said he would use his 
military to get land. So the other countries gave him 
what he wanted. This made Mussolini very unhappy. So he 
looked at north Africa. In 1935, he sent his army to 
ETHIOPIA. Ethiopia is a country. It is in north Africa. 
The army took Ethiopia. Mussolini said this was the new 
Roman Empire. Italy got much land in Ethiopia. But 
Mussolini made a big mistake. 
17 First, Ethiopia was a very poor country. Italy did 
not get anything from Ethiopia. But the Italian qovern- 
ment had to spend a lot of money in Ethiopia. And the 
government also had to send things there. Second, Italy 
sent a big army to Ethiopia. This army had 230,000 men. 
The army helped Italy keep Ethiopia. But this army cost 
a lot of money, and Italy did not have much money. 
Third, Italy had a hard time beating the Ethiopian 
army. Italy's army was big and strong. The soldiers 
had new guns. But the Ethiopian army fought very hard. 
They used spears and rode on horses. The Italians used 
guns and rode in big trucks. At last the Italian army 
won. But it was not very easy. This made Italy seem 
very weak. 
18 Mussolini tried to make Italy great and famous 
again in 1938. Hitler wanted more land. He met the 
leaders of other countries in Europe. Mussolini was 
there too, He helped everyone talk at the meeting. But 
Mussolini was not really happy. Hitler got more land 
for Germany. First, he got Austria. Then he got snother 
country. This country was named CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 
In 1938, Mussolini also nade a TREATY with Hitler. 
A treaty is an agreement between two countries. This 
agreement was called the "Axis Pact". The treaty said 
that Hitler and Mussolini had the same power. This was 
not true. Hitler had more power than Mussolini. 
19 Mussolini did not want war in 1939. He tried to 
keep Hitler out of war. But Hitler die! 90 to war. He 
started the war in September, 1939. He sent his army 
into a country called Poland. This started World War 
11. Mussolini knew that Italy could not fight. Italy 
was not ready for war. So Mussolini stayed Out Of the 
war at first. This was very smart. But Germany was 
very strong. Germany haa taken most of Europe by May, 
1940. 
Now Mussolini wanted to fight. So he attacked 
France in June, 1940. This was very foolish. The 
Germans beat the French army very easily. They beat the 
French army in just a few days. But the Italian army 
could not beat the French army. Mussolini lost the 
first battle very quickly. 
20 Mussolini was a poor leader in war. This was seen 
by everybody at the start of the war. Mussolini said 
that he was a man of action. But he.acted like an old 
man. He looked scared. He did not know what to do. 
Italy kept losing, but Mussolini only became angry. 
Italy lost the war in eighteen months, Italy also lost 
one-third of its land. The Germans took over northern 
Italy. Hitler did this to help Mussolini. This helped 
keep Mussolini the leader of Italy. 
21 Italy lost the war, but Mussolini said this was not 
true. He said he was winning the war. Airplanes dropped 
bombs on cities in Italy in 1944. This made the king 
unhappy and angry. He wanted to get rid of the Fas- 
cists. 
At first, the king was afraid of Mussolini. He did 
not do anything. Airplanes dropped bombs on the city 
of Rome on July 19, 1944. The king did something then. 
He told his people to find Mussolini and to put him 
into jail. 
The king said a new man was the leader of Italy. 
This man was Pietro Badocjlio. He was an army leader. 
Now he was the Prime Minister. But many Fascist leaders 
were in Rome. Someone told them about the king. SO 
the Fascists had a meeting. They said that Mussolini 
was not the leader of the Fascist Party. So Mussolini 
was out into jail on July 25. 1943. Pietro Badoglio 
became the new Prime Minister. 
22 Hitler wanted to do something now. He sent an army 
into Italy. The Germans had most of Italy in September, 
1944. 
The Germans also 3ot Mussolini out of jail. Some 
special soldiers called commandos got him out of jail. 
Hitler made a new country in northern Italy. This 
country was called the ITALIAN SOCIAL REPUBLIC. Musso- 
lini was the president of this new country. But this 
was not really a country. It was really owned by the 
Nazis of Germany. This kind of country is called a 
PUPPET STATE. 
The Italian Social Republic did not last for a long 
time. It lasted only a few months. Then the Germans 
left Italy in 1945. The Italian Social Republic ended 
then. 
Mussolini tried to go to Germany in April, 1945. He 
dressed like a German soldier. But some Italian men saw him 
and took him away. This happened on April 27, 1943. These 
e n  were communists. The next morning these men killed 
Mussolini. They also killed some of his followers. The 
communists shot all of them. Then they took the bodies to 
the city of Milan. They put the bodies in the middle of the 
town. This place is called the town square. 
24 Some people found the bodies. They saw one body and 
knew that it was Mussolini. So they took h i s  body and 
hung it in t h e  middle of town. Then the people yelled 
at the body. They also threw dirt and garbage at it. 
They were angry. The Fascists had made them poor and 
unhappy. 
This is how the new Rotoan-Empire ended. 
APPENDIX C 
MODIFIED INTERACTIONAL STRUCTURE TEXT 
MUSSOLINI 
1 The events and happenings, and the personalities 
of the leaders of the Nazi era in Germany are Well 
known by most people. However, it is strange that 
Benito Mussolini has been neglected. Mussolini was 
the "Duce", the leader who provided Hitler (who 
called himself the "Fuhrer") with the inspiration and 
ideas to rise to power in Germany. Mussolini became 
so loyal to Hitler that he was dragged into oblivion 
and destruction along with the Fuhrer during World 
War 11. 
Both the German Fuhrer and the Italian Duce were 
destroyed at the end of the war. However, even those 
who are familiar with Mussolini regard and think of 
him as a rather comical figure and a funny man. Yet 
at one time Mussolini was the master and teacher, and 
Hitler was the follower who adored and learned from 
the Duce. No one wept when Hitler was destroyed; no 
one wanted to cry at all. But Mussolini's fate and 
final end prompted a different response. Even Mahatma 
Sandhi, who was a leader in India, commented: "Poor 
Muss01 in i . " 
2 Benito Mussolini, who was the eldest of three 
children, was born in 1883 in the east-central region 
of Italy, an area that is called Romagna. East cen- 
tral Italy and Romagna were renowned and famous for 
antagonism and hatred against the state, in parti- 
cular the king of Italy who lived in Rome, and for a 
dislike of the Catholic Church. Because Mussolini was 
born and raised in Romagna, he was brought up to be 
anti-monarchial (against the king) and anti-clerical 
(against the Catholic Church). Mussolini became a 
socialist in the Italian tradition. The socialists at 
that time favored the removal of the king, and the 
establishment of a republic. 
Mussolini's father was by trade a poor and impo- 
verished blacksmith Who despised and hated all people 
who were wealthy and did not need to work. His 
mother, by contrast, was a devout and sincere Catho- 
lic, loyal to the Catholic Church. She earned an 
extra income of money for the family by teaching the 
small children at a nearby elementary school. 
3 Mussolini rebelled against authority at an early 
age, when he still a young boy. His mother had saved 
an adequate sum of money that was necessary to enroll 
him as a student in a nearby Catholic boarding school. 
Mussolini paid the minimum rate of tuition money to 
the school, so during meals he was forced to sit at a 
segregated table, away from the other students who 
paid more money. He was served the leftover food that 
was scraped from the plates of the more privileged 
and rich students who could pay the extra fees of 
money. Mussolini felt ashamed, and soon reacted to 
this embarrassing humiliation. First, he assaulted 
and h i t  a teacher, and then he attacked a wealthy 
student. The school expelled him by the second year, 
and he was not allowed to return to that school. 
4 Mussolini completed his education at a secular 
public school and graduated in 1902. He received an 
elementary teaching certificate that allowed him to 
teach children in the public school. He had little 
interest in pursuing a career in education, and did 
not want to teach, so he emigrated to Lausanne, a 
city in Switzerland, to seek employment. He moved to 
Lausanne to find work, but his experience there was a 
total failure. He was reduced to begging in the 
streets, asking people for money or food. This OCCU- 
pation was a job that resulted in Mussolini's arrest 
by the police and he was imprisoned in jail for three 
weeks. 
5 Mussolini, desperate and worried, appealed for 
.- 
assistance to a group of Italian socialists who were 
living in Lausanne, asking them to help him. He was 
taken in and helped by these socialists, and worked 
several years for the cause of international social- 
ism. International Socialism favored one unified 
government for the world with no separate countries. 
For six years Mussolini worked in Switzerland and 
Austria (the country that is next to Switzerland) for 
the socialists. He returned to Italy in 1908 and 
filled an administrative position in the socialist 
party in Italy, becoming a leader in the Partito 
socialista italiana (or PSI, as the Italian Socialist 
Party was called). He soon founded a small weekly 
news journal called La Lotte di classe, which means 
The Class Strusdg. --- ---- 
6 For the next several years, until the outbreak 
of World War I in 1914, Mussolini was engaged in a 
frenzy of activity. He was busy organizing and start- 
ing strikes (in which the workers refused to do their 
jobs), as well as leadinq anti-government demonstra- 
tions (in which people marched in parades against the 
government). Mussolini also moved up in power in the 
Italian Socialist Party (PSI), and finally received 
the editorship of the news journal bvanti!, the 
largest major socialist news journal in Italy. 
He stood for parliamentary election in 1913, 
hoping to become a member of the law-makinq part of 
government. However, he was resoundly defeated and 
received very few votes from the people, H e  then 
attempted a clumsy insurrection to take over the city 
of Milan, but this effort collapsed into failure when 
the police in Milan beat him to unconsciou5ne5s and 
left him on the streeta 
7 The pivotal turning point in Mussolini's career 
occurred with the outbreak of World War I in 1714, 
The socialist party (PSI) wa5 unequivocally and com- 
pletely opposed to the war, and M~ssolini followed 
the party line and ideas at first by editorially 
denouncing and disaqreeing with Italian entry into 
the war. However, a month later he unexpectedly 
published a series of articles that were printed in 
the socialist news journal, A m L i L .  These art- 
icles and stories all supported the Italian entry and 
participation in the conflict. This divergence ( a  
major disagreement with socialist opinion and policyj 
resulted in Mussolini's termination a s  editor of 
Avantl:, and in his expulsion from the Italian 
Socialist Party. 
He wa5 forced to quit his job as editor of 
Avanti, and give up his membership in the Italian 
x- 
Socialist Party. However, his editorials and articles 
caught the attention of a group of wealthy industri- 
alists ( o ~ n e r s  of several factories) who supported 
Mussolini by helping him establish a new independent 
fiews journal called IL Q Q Q ~  $l71talia (The P e o ~ l e  
gt Usly 1 8 
Mussolini enlisted in the Italian army in 1915, 
and was sent to the front (close to the wav), but 
this area was seldom involved in any conflict or 
fighting. Mussolini was seriously injured in an 
accident in 1917 and convalesced in a hospital for 
six months until he was well. Upon recovery from his 
injuries, he was dismissed from military service 
since the army no longer needed him. He returned to 
his editorial position with IL popoli d'I&aia in 
July, 1917. 
bfter the COnCl~sion of the war, which ended in 
1919, Italy faced two major problems. The first prob- 
lem was the rapid rise and increase in living costs 
as the prlces quickly became more expensive. This 
resulted in discontent and unhappiness among the 
cannon people whose income (the money from jobs) did 
not increase. The discharged veterans of the army 
(those men who were no longer soldiers) could not 
find employment or jobs, and were also discontent and 
angry. 
The second problem that Italy faced after the 
war was the failure of the Italian 90vernment to 
secure Italy's "rightful share" of the benefits from 
victory at the peace conference held in the city of 
Versaille in France. 
9 The Italian government showed little inclination 
toward price controls, not wanting to control the 
cost of things, and believed the problem of high 
prices and unemployment would evaporate and 90 away 
as soon as the adjustment to peace had been com- 
pleted. Unfortunately, prices continued to rise, and 
unemployment continued to increase which resulted not 
only in a series of strikes, but also caused a rise 
in the popularity of the Italian Socialist Party. 
10 As for the Versailles peace conference, Italian 
diplomats and representatives failed to gain any 
substantial concessions that would give Italy any 
territory. The Italians had believed that they would 
receive the territory called Dalmatia (which is along 
the western coast of the Adriatic Sea near Italy) as 
their share of the peace settlement and agreements. 
However, the final agreement awarded Dalmatia to the 
new nation of Yugoslavia (which was created and esta- 
blished on the west coast of the Adriatic Sea by the 
Versailles peace settlement). 
11 The Italian government's failure to resolve and 
end the economic problems of high prices and unemploy- 
ment, as well as the disappointment over not getting 
Dalmatia from the Versailles peace settlement, re- 
sulted in a total and complete loss of popular support 
for the political establishment. 
liked nor trusted the qovernment. 
Hoping to benefit from this 
The people no longer 
lack of trust and 
confidence in the government, Mussolini founded a new 
political party called the National Fascist Party, or 
Partito nazionale fascisto (PNF), in March, 1919. 
Mussolini furthermore orqanized and started a private 
militia called Fasci di  Combattimento. This personel 
army of Mussolini's was more commonly known as the 
"Blackshirts" from their uniforms of black colored 
shirts. 
12 During the first few years after the foundinq 
of the Fascist Party, Mussolini enjoyed only small 
and modest success in getting parliamentary repre- 
sentation by having people his party elected to parl- 
iament. However, in late 1922 he decided that h i s  
position and power were strong and secure enough for 
him to attempt a bold coup d'etat to take over the 
government by force. 
Claiming that Italy was in danger of falling to 
the communists, Mussolini organized and started the 
so-called "March on Rome" in October, 1922. He de- 
manded and ordered the king to choose and appoint a 
Fascist government with Mussolini as the Prime Minis- 
ter (the leader of the government). The king, who was 
certain and convinced that a multitude of Blackshirts 
was certain to occupy and take over Rome, quietly 
capitulated and agreed to the Fascists' demands on 
October 29, 1922. 
In fact, the "Blackshirt Army" numbered fewer 
than 25,000 mostly unarmed civilians who had few guns 
and just camped outside the city of Rome. Mussolini 
remained carefully and discreetly near the border of 
Switzerland until he received a written proclamation 
(a letter from the king appointing him to be the 
Prime Minister). The "March" itself occurred two 
days later on October 30, 1922 after Mussolini had 
arrived in Rome on a train and had assumed (or taken 
over) the office of Prime Minister. 
13 Once in office as Prime Minister, Mussolini set 
out to consolidate and keep his power. I n  1926, he 
declared the Fascist party to be the majority in 
parliament (saying that the Fascists had the most 
people in parliament). He abolished all organized 
opposition to Fascism by not allowing other parties 
to disagree with the Fascists, and he proclaimed 
himself to be the "Duce", and said that he was the 
leader of all Italy. 
14 The seven years from 1923 to 1930 were marked by 
much fanfare and publicity, but with little substan- 
tial accomplishment or real success. Fascist claims 
of success in building a better Italy attracted many 
admirers who liked the Fascist ideas, including a 
young German politician named Adolph Hitler. In the 
late 1920's Hitler, who was not yet famous, requested 
an autographed photo of the Duce, but this request 
for a signed picture was refused. 
15 Mussolini, himself, carefully cultivated and 
presented a public reputation as a "Man of Action" 
who was expert in a multitude of many skills ranging 
from simple farm labor (working on a farm) to race 
car driving (when, in fact, the Duce had never 
learned how to operate or drive a car). Each year 
brought large and exaggerated claims of triumph and 
success in industry, agriculture, and military 
development. 
Each year the Fascists said that they had built 
better factories, improved farming, and made the army 
and navy much Stronger, but they really had done 
little. These were factors that would accelerate and 
cause the immediate collapse into failure by Italy at 
the beginning of World War 11. Then the truth and 
reality of Italy's low productivity became obvious to 
everyone (that Italy really did not have enough 
factories and farms), 
16 In an attempt to have Italy recognized as a 
major world power, Mussolini conducted an active 
foreign policy. He tried to have the world see Italy 
as a great and powerful country by doing much with 
other countries. Although territorial expansion 
through military agression was a policy of Fascism, 
Mussolini avoided direct armed conflict until the 
middle of the 1930's. 
One of the ideas of Fascism was to get more land 
by the use of the army, but Mussolini did not go to 
war until the middle of the 1930's. By that time, 
Adolph Hitler had gained and assumed power in Germany 
and had begun his process of acquiring territory 
through threats and confrontation. Hitler was able 
to get land for Germany by saying that he would go to 
war if his demands were not accepted. 
The Duce, as Mussolini called himself, was em- 
barrassed and humilitated by Hitler's success in gain- 
ing territory in Europe, so he directed his attent- 
7 4' 
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ion to north Africa. In 1935, Italian forces overran 
Ethiopia, a country in north Africa, and Mussolini 
announced the foundation and beginning of the new 
Roman Empire. 
Despite the addition of this new territory of 
Ethiopia to Italy, the Italian conquest and takeover 
of Ethiopia was a serious blunder and a major mistake 
Â¥o three reasons. 
17 First, the poor and impoverished territory had 
nothing to offer Italy. The Fascist government was 
forced to send much needed money and products into 
Africa, while receiving nothing in return. Although 
the Italians sent things into Ethiopia, they got 
nothing back. 
Then, an army of 250,000 men was stationed in 
Ethiopia to support the Italian rule, thus placing a 
further unnecessary burden on the economy. The army 
was needed to keep the country for the Italians, but 
this caused more problems for the economy of Italy. 
Finally, Italy's reputation as an international 
power was irreparably damaged a s  the world witnessed 
the modern, fully equipped Italian war machine strug- 
gle to defeat horsemen armed with spears. Italy's 
fame as a powerful country was ruined as the world 
watched the new Italian army, using new equipment, 
have problems beating the Ethiopian army that was 
made up of men riding horses and carrying spears. 
IS In 1938 Mussolini sought to repair the damage to 
his reputation by acting as a mediator between Germany 
and other European nations over Hitler's demand for 
more territory. Mussolini hoped he could get his 
fame back by helping Hitler talk with the leaders of 
other countries in Europe about Hitler's desire for 
more land. Yet the Duce was dismayed over Hitler's 
easy success in annexing (taking over) Austria and 
Czechoslovakia to the Third Reich (which is what 
Hitler called Germany). Mussolini was rather unhappy 
over Hitler getting Austria and Czechoslovakia for 
Germany. 
In 1938, Mussolini also signed the Axis Pact with 
Hitler, an agreement that Germany and Italy would 
help each other in war. Although the agreement 
seemed to be a treaty of equal partners, in truth the 
pact was from the beginning under the total control 
and domination of the German Fuhrer, Adolph Hitler. 
19 During the summer of 1939 Mussolini endeavored 
and tried to persuade Hitler to avoid going to war, 
but in September the Fuhrer ordered his armies into 
Poland, thus initiating World War 11. Although 
Mussolini tried to keep Hitler from going to war, 
Hitler started World War I1 in September, 1939 by 
sending h i s  armies into the country of Poland. 
Mussolini at first wisely maintained neutrality (he 
did not join the war). However, by May of the 
following year 11940) Germany had overrun most of 
Europe, including half of France. The Duce, impatient 
for action, recklessly entered the war in June, 1940, 
and immediately launched an attack against France. 
Mussolini wanted to join in the war and he foolishly 
sent h i s  armies into France. 
However, the same French army that had been 
easily overwhelmed and beated by German forces in a 
matter of days quickly repulsed the Italian attack, 
thus leaving Mussolini with a humiliating defeat at 
the war's onset. Although the French army had been 
easily beaten by the Germans, it had no problem 
beating Italy's army. Mussolini had lost a battle at 
the beginning of the war. 
20 From the beginning of the war it was obvious and 
clear that the Duce was a poor and incompetent war 
leader. Despite his reputation and fame as a man of 
action, Mussolini behaved and acted more like a 
scared, timid Old man, unsure of himself, and capable 
only of anger and rage in the face of defeat and 
losing. After eighteen months, not only had Italy 
lost the war, but northern third of Italy had been 
occupied and taken over by German troops who had been 
sent in by Hitler to keep the Duce in power. 
21 In spite of these setbacks (the loss of the war 
and the takeover of northern Italy by the German 
troops), Mussolini insisted that victory was near and 
that Italy was winning. But the bombing of Italian 
cities by airplanes in early 1943 convinced the king 
that the Fascist government had to be replaced by 
another type of government. 
At first the king feared to move directly 
against the Duce, and he was afraid to do anything 
against Mussolini. But the July 19, 1943 bombing of 
Rome spurred him into action, and made him decide to 
do something immediately. The king ordered the arrest 
of Mussolini, and planned to appoint Pietro Badoglio, 
a military leader in the Italian army, as Prime 
Minister. 
Fascist leaders in Rome, hearing of the king's 
action, convened a meeting and dismissed the Duce 
from the Fascist party, claiming that Mussolini was 
no longer a member of the National Fascist Party. On 
July 25, 1943 Mussolini was arrested and put into 
jail, and Badoglio was installed into office as the 
Prime Minister. The Prime Minister and leader of 
Italy was no longer Mussolini, but rather Pietro 
Badoql lo. 
22 Taking advantage of the situation and problems 
in Italy, Hitler ordered German troops deeper into 
Italy. By September, 1943 the Germans controlled two- 
thirds of the Italian peninsula, which was most of 
the country. Hitler had established Mussolini, who 
had been rescued from imprisonment by special German 
troops called commandos, a s  president of the Italian 
Social Republic. 
This "republic" was not a real country but mere- 
ly a Nazi puppet state (a place controlled by the 
Germans) that quickly collapsed a few months after 
its establishment when the Germans withdrew from 
Italy. When the German army left Italy in 1945 the 
Italian Social Republic fell apart. 
23 In April, 1945 the Duce attempted to escape into 
Germany by posing as a German corporal, but he was 
captured by a group of Italian communists on the 
April 27. (He was caught by these communists as he 
tried to get into Germany by wearing the clothes of a 
German soldier). The next morning (April 28, 1945) 
Mussolini, and a few of his followers, were executed 
by a firing squad, and their bodies dumped in a town 
square in Milan. The communists shot Mussolini and 
then dropped his body in the center of the city of 
Milan. 
When some citizens of the city discovered and 
found the bodies, and recognized the Duce, they hung 
Mussolini's body by the feet in the town center as 
hundreds of people, who were angry about the misery 
and unhappiness the Fascists had caused, threw filth 
at the bodies, and hollered insults. The people threw 
mud and yelled at Mussolini and his dead followers. 
Thus ended the new Roman Empire that Mussolini 
had started in 1935. 
APPENDIX D 
QUESTIONS 
1. In 1919 the Italian government believed that economic 
problems would 
a. go away in a short time 
b. be solved by the Duce 
c. continue with rising prices and unemployment 
d, cause strikes and more unemployment 
e. be solved with strong price controls 
2. fit the peace meetings, the Italian diplomats wanted 
a. territory on the eastern Adriatic coast 
b. a new border with Austria 
c. a solution to the problem of jobs 
d. a border with the country of Yugoslavia 
e. the area called Dalmatia 
3. Mussolini took complete power in Italy in 
a. 1919 c. 1926 e. 1935 
b. 1922 d. 1930 
4. Mussolini's fame as a "Man of Action" was due to 
a. his leadership in World War I1 
b. his ability to drive racing cars 
c. stories that were not true 
d. h i s  leadership of the Blackshirts 
e. h i s  meetings with other leaders 
5. Ethiopia was a problem for Italy because 
a. an army of 25,000 men were kept there 
b. the Ethiopian army defeated the Italian army 
c. it cost too much to support 
d. Mussolini wanted territory in Europe 
e. Hitler would not support the Duce 
6. Early in the war, Mussolini proved that he was 
a. a man of action 
b. a man who was sure of himself 
c. certain of victory 
d. an poor leader 
e. sorry to have attacked France 
7. The king decided to remove Mussolini from office 
because 
a. the Germans took most of Italy 
b. the Italian army was beaten by France 
c. Fascists removed Mussolini as the leader 
d. he did want Mussolini to get into the war 
e. Italian cities were being bombed 
8 .  Mussolini was arrested on 
a. June 30, 1942 c, April 27, 1945 e. May 5, 1945 
b.  July 25, 1943 d. April 30, 1945 
9. Mussolini was killed on 
a. April 21, 1944 
b. April 24, 1944 
c .  April 26, 1945 
d. April 28, 1945 
e. April 30, 1945 
10. One of the problems faced by Italy after World War I was 
a. the failure to get a final border with Austria 
b. a rise in popularity for the socialists 
c. a quick adjustment to peace 
d. a rise in unemployment 
e. the creation of Yugoslavia on the eastern Adriatic 
11. Mussolini was in jail for three .... for begging. 
a. hours c. weeks e. years 
b. days d. months 
12. In 1926, by Mussolini's order, the Fascist Party 
a. became the largest party in the parliament 
b. lost some of its power to Mussolini 
c. was elected over all other parties 
d. chose Mussolini to be the "Duce" 
e. abolished all opposition to Mussolini 
13. During the -first seven years of rule, the Fascists 
a. made progress in many areas 
b. were successful in building a better Italy 
c, were very unpopular in Italy 
d. decided to attack Ethiopia to gain territory 
e. gained very little in real achievement or progress 
14. Mussolini tried to show that he was a "Man of Action" by 
a. working a s  a farmer 
b. driving racing cars 
c. learning how to do many different things 
d. saying alot, but doing little 
e. making the lives of the people better 
15. Mussolini said he started the "March on Rome" because 
a. the problems were too much for the king 
b. there was danger from the communists 
c. he wanted to be a "Man of Action" 
d. the peace settlement gained little for Italy 
e. he wanted to start the new Roman Empire 
16. Mussolini tried to make Italy a power by 
a. forming the Italian Social Republic 
b. doing much with foreign policy 
c. taking territory for Italy without using the army 
d. helping Hitler take over Austria and Czechoslovakia 
e, going to war with France in 1941 
17. After Hitler sent his armies into Poland, Mussolini 
a. tried to keep Hitler from going to war 
b. joined the war by attacking Austria 
c. knew that Hitler was the real power in the Axis Pact 
d. let Hitler send the German army into southern Italy 
e. tried to stay out of the war 
IS. Mussolini moved to Switzerland in order to 
a. find a teaching job 
b. work far international socialism 
c. find a different job 
d .  start a socialist newspaper 
e. escape from the king if necessary 
19. From the article, it seems that Mahatma Gandhi 
a. admired Mussolini and Hitler 
b. was happy that Hitler had died 
c. agreed with the ideas of Fascism 
d. understood and liked Fascism 
e. believe Mussolini's end was unfortunate 
20. Before 1922, Mussolini mostly worked as a 
a. soldier in the Italian army 
b. newspaper editor 
c socialist leader in Austria and Switzerland 
d. teacher in an elementary school 
e. politician in Milan 
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